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The key to successful leadership 
today is influence, not authority.

K th Bl h d-Kenneth Blanchard



You can never have too many

friends or too many

pairs of shoes.



Manage your ImageManage your Image
When you’re under pressure or under When you’re under pressure or under When you re under pressure or under When you re under pressure or under 
fire, people tune in as if it were fire, people tune in as if it were Days of Days of 
Our LivesOur Lives.  Your supporters are checking, .  Your supporters are checking, 
sometimes hourly, to see if you’re still sometimes hourly, to see if you’re still 
standing   They need you to look strong standing   They need you to look strong standing.  They need you to look strong standing.  They need you to look strong 
so that they can feel safe.  The loyal so that they can feel safe.  The loyal 
opposition is just as vigilant, measuring opposition is just as vigilant, measuring 
the impact of their latest assault.  It is the impact of their latest assault.  It is 
critical that you look secure and critical that you look secure and critical that you look secure and critical that you look secure and 
successful, even if you feel like you’re on successful, even if you feel like you’re on 
death row.  For a start, you’ll need to death row.  For a start, you’ll need to 
show up every dayshow up every day––that alone takes that alone takes 
energy and courage.  But it’s no good to energy and courage.  But it’s no good to gy g ggy g g
limp in, looking like the loser in a tenlimp in, looking like the loser in a ten--
round brawl.  No matter how lousy you round brawl.  No matter how lousy you 
feel, you need to wear feel, you need to wear warpaintwarpaint!  Here !  Here 
are six techniques that nonverbally are six techniques that nonverbally 
communicate an image of confidence and communicate an image of confidence and 
competence, at the best of times, and competence, at the best of times, and 
especially at the worst.especially at the worst.



A 

champion 

is one is one 

who gets 

up when 

he can’the can t

Jack 

Dempsey



Remember strangling Remember, strangling 
isn’t an option.  
People are difficult 
b  f i it  because of insecurity 
or fear.



I have often regretted my 
speech, but never my 
silencesilence.

-Kenocrates





Walking is the best possible exercise.  Habituate 
yourself to walk very faryourself to walk very far.

-Thomas Jefferson



For every 
person 

whowho 
climbs 

the 
ladder ofladder of 
success, 
there are 
a dozen a do e
waiting 
for the 

elevator.



WalkWalk

thethe

talktalk



When facilities are proper,

they go unnoticedthey go unnoticed.
-Marion E. Haynes





Our goal:
A talentedA talented, 
dedicated, and 
well-prepared 
teacher in 
every 
classroom.



What Do Best Practices 
Look Like (for real)

1. Students learn best when they can connect 
discrete pieces of knowledge.

Classroom instruction is dominated by 
questions and exploration, not lecture

2. Students learn best when then are curious and 
engaged in problem solving.

Classroom instruction emphasizes multiple 
problem solving strategies and testing of 
h thhypotheses

3. Students learn best when the purpose of their 
learning and expectations are clear.

Rubrics for scoring excellence for every g y
product or performance students generate

4. We achieve equity when we hold all students to 
the same high-quality expectations.

Common set of school rubrics for the same Common set of school rubrics for the same 
traits in performance used consistently across 
teachers and subjects







When you are hit daily with a fire hose 
blast of information, find a way to 
sidestep the clutter.



Lessons about time
1) Ti  b l  t  1) Time belongs to us
2) Free time can be created from 

squandered timesquandered time
3) Spending time with others 

creates synergy
4) It is essential to reserve time 

for ourselves
5) Time is content free5) Time is content-free
6) Time away from school results 

in a shift in perspectivep p
7) Time is essential to achieve 

anything of importance




